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a b s t r a c t

This work proposes a systematic approach for the adaptive identification and implementation of efficient
power management strategies (PMS) in the course of operation of hybrid renewable energy microgrids.
The approach is based on the temporal evolution of the system power grand composite curve (PGCC),
which is adaptively shaped on-line and within short-term time intervals to form a sequence of decisions
indicating the instant and duration of activation of different subsystems. It builds on from previous work
where the potential for system performance enhancement could not be exploited through pre-specified
PMS identified off-line. More specifically, it involves a stored energy targeting step that exploits the PGCC
to identify the desired operational profile of an accumulator during a prediction horizon in order to
satisfy the system operating goals. The identified energy targets are subsequently enforced through a
sequence of control actions that enable the exact matching of the PGCC hence resulting in a new PMS.
The method is elaborated graphically for multiple potential operating goals and is supported by a formal
mathematical model that captures system structural and temporal characteristics. It is implemented on
an actual hybrid microgrid considering multiple RES-based energy generation and storage options for
expected and unexpected weather conditions.

© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Micro grids based on renewable energy sources (RES) are
receiving increased attention worldwide as they are required to
support isolated and non-grid connected applications. To address
the intermittent nature of largely unpredictable environmental
phenomena, such systems transform RES into dependable energy
flows by simultaneous utilization of different types of conversion
equipment and storage media (e.g. PV panels, wind generators,
chemical energy accumulators, hydrogen and so forth). The
resulting infrastructures combine multiple subsystems of hetero-
geneous characteristics that need to operate efficiently while
satisfying power demands based entirely on RES. The complex
synergies and interactions that emerge among such components
raise the need for efficient decision making as potential operating
. Papadopoulos).
alternatives unravel simultaneously with an increasing number of
diverse components that become involved in the operations of the
system. This decisionmaking is generally addressed through power
management strategies (PMS) [7] which represent a complex
sequence of actions offering efficient utilization of resources and
equipment to meet specific targets. Such actions account for de-
cisions regarding the appropriate instant to activate/deactivate
different subsystems, the duration of operation of a particular
subsystem, the amount or type of energy carrier to use (e.g., elec-
tricity, hydrogen in high or low pressure, water) and so forth. They
also depend on several criteria involving the availability of power
from RES with respect to the demand (lack or excess), the avail-
ability of energy carriers in storage and the previous state of
operation of different sub-systems [11], to name but a few. Such
diverse characteristics give rise to a large number of potential PMS.
Efficient operation depends on the selection of the PMS that best
satisfies the demands of the targeted application in view of RES
variability, while maintaining a smooth system operation and
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Nomenclature

BAT battery
BF low pressure (buffer) storage tanks
Cl capacity of accumulator l
CMP compressor
DSL diesel generator
EL electrolyser
Fjm/nðtÞ state of the flow j between the nodes m and n
FC fuel cell
FT long-term storage tank
H overall time span
H2HP hydrogen in high pressure
H2LP hydrogen in low pressure
H2O water
L logical operator
LD load
LoSOAcc

l

i lower desired limit for accumulator l
MOES maximum outsourced energy supply
Nc number of steps in control horizon
Np number of steps in prediction horizon
OES outsourced energy supply
Pji amount of energy or mater per time unit of the flow j

that may be produced or consumed by a converter i
PGCC power grant composite curve
PMS power management strategy
POW electrical power
PV photovoltaic panels
Q set of all available PMS
RES renewable energy sources
Rs set of resources
SOAccl state of accumulator l

T end of time interval
tLo instant when SOAccl reaches the value of the limit Lo
tmin instant when SOAccl reaches the minimum value of

SOAccl;qk in interval k
t0 beginning of time interval under study
UpSOAcc

l

i upper operating limit for accumulator l
WG wind generator
WT water tank

Greek symbols
DT duration of time interval
εi(t) binary variable that represents the state of converter i
rSOAcc

l

i binary variable associated with temporal conditions in
accumulator l

Subscripts/superscripts
Acc accumulator
Avl available
Conv converter
i index of converter or accumulator
Gen general
j flow for a converter or accumulator
k time interval
l accumulators as part of the set of Resources
Mat materials
max maximum
min minimum
n, m resources (converters or accumulators) indicating the

type of equipment employed to perform conversion
and accumulation tasks m;n2Rs;msn
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protecting the individual components from malfunctions due to
over- or under-utilization. This is clearly a non-trivial task requiring
the use of systematic approaches to identify targets of efficient
operation which can be subsequently interpreted as appropriately
fitted operating realizations.

The recently proposed power Pinch concepts (grand composite
curves [1] and composite curves [27]) represent one such approach,
allowing the investigation of complex energy systems based on the
identification of insights pointing towards optimumdecisions. Such
methods have been inspired from the well-known heat Pinch [17]
and evolved to sophisticated tools [25] that allow for the analysis
of complex energy systems [26]. A major advantage of these
methods is their implementation in the form of intuitive and easy
to develop graphical interfaces (e.g., grand composite curves),
whereas the underlying principles are often efficiently represented
using rigorous mathematical tools (e.g., flexible process models
combined with optimization algorithms). Regardless of the reali-
zation, Pinch methods allow the user to easily identify, review, and
analyse potentially useful design and operating options [15]. A
recent overview of Pinch analysis andmathematical programing for
process integration is presented in Ref. [14].

Focusing on electrical systems, Pinch-based analysis methods
utilize composite or grand composite curves similarly to the
traditional heat Pinch; however, the associated sink and source
streams are plotted in power versus time diagrams. In this context,
a method proposing the identification of energy recovery targets
using the grand composite curves (GCC) analysis approach was
reported in Ref. [1] addressing the optimal sizing of power gener-
ation systems in the form of an optimization problem. Priya and
Bandyopadhyay [24] also proposed an approach for power systems
planning considering a Pinch-based analysis for emissions target-
ing. Work presented in Ref. [27] proposed the power Pinch analysis
(PoPA) method to determine the minimum electricity targets for
systems comprising hybrid renewable energy sources. The graph-
ical power Pinch analysis method takes the form of numerical tools
in Ref. [20] such as the power cascade analysis (PoCA) and storage
cascade table (SCT) in order to facilitate the precise allocation of
power and electricity targets in power generation systems. Work
presented in Ref. [21] extends the numerical power Pinch method
by additionally considering power losses during conversion,
transferring, and storage including sizing considerations [28]. The
method is applied in the optimization of a pumped hydro-storage
system in Ref. [22] that is further extended in Ref. [23] to address
the optimal sizing of hybrid power generation systems. Recent
work presented in Ref. [29] proposed the outsourced and storage
electricity curves (OSEC) to visualize the required minimum out-
sourced electricity and the current storage capacity at each time
interval during startup and operation of hybrid power systems.
Methods for load shifting that may lead to further reductions of the
maximum storage capacity and the maximum power demand in
hybrid systems are also proposed in Ref. [19] using power Pinch
analysis, whereas combined load shifting and design is proposed in
Ref. [8]. Work presented in Ref. [9] proposed the stand-alone hybrid
system, power Pinch analysis method (SAHPPA), which is a
graphical tool employing new ways of utilizing the demand and
supply through composite curve methods. Recently, work pre-
sented in Ref. [10] adapted the power Pinch concept in the elec-
tricity system cascade analysis (ESCA) approach to optimise
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distributed energy generation systems, while this approach was
used for the optimum sizing and operation of a solar/wind/battery
hybrid system [30]. The PoPA method has also been transformed
into the extended PoPA method [5] to address the design of hybrid
systems with battery and hydrogen storage. Mohammad Rozali
et al. [18] proposed a power Pinch analysis tool called the AC/DC
modified storage cascade to optimise the hybrid power generation
systems by considering various storage technologies.

Recently Giaouris et al. [6], exploited the Power Grand Com-
posite Curves (PGCC) approach (originally proposed in Ref. [1],
focusing explicitly on the operation of hybrid renewable energy
systems with different energy carriers and storage options under
the influence of multiple different PMS. The authors showed that
multiple Pinch points appear either simultaneously or at different
instants when different energy carriers and operating goals are
considered. Such points may indicate the energy that needs to be
recovered from RES or internal system resources in order to avoid
using outsourced electricity fromnon-RES, the energy that needs to
be utilized to avoid overcharging the different storage options and
so forth. It was observed that the appearance of multiple Pinch
points often resulted in satisfaction of one operating goal at the
expense of another (e.g. avoidance of outsourced electricity from
non-RES at the expense of battery overcharging). This was
addressed through the prioritization of the operating goals that are
to be satisfied using the most appropriate PMS from a pool of
several alternatives. The selected PMS was the one that resulted in
the satisfaction of the primary operating goal and in the smallest
possible violation of other secondary goals during a given time
interval. This idea was implemented within a framework that
exploited the PGCC method to perform two functions: a) the
identification of renewable energy recovery targets within a short
term prediction horizon, and b) the temporal reallocation of the
grid subsystems within a control horizon based on selection of the
PMS that best matches the identified targets. The PGCC was
therefore exploited for the first time within a model predictive
control framework aiming to satisfy the system operating goals.
This idea was then tested compared to utilizing a single PMS
throughout the system operation and regardless of the available
RES, as is mostly the case in commissioned smart grids. The results
from exploiting multiple PMS showed a significant reduction in the
usage of non-renewable external sources through the recovery of
the required energy from internal sources with simultaneous
reduction in the utilization of delicate equipment such as the fuel
cell (hence reducing the associated wear and tear).

The concept of the PGCC proved very useful in terms of targeting
the necessary energy needs. On the other hand, the selection
among pre-determined PMS is very useful for practical reasons as
the safety and operating limits may be well-tested prior to utili-
zation, offering a predictable system response. However, PMS are
essentially pre-determined hierarchical decision structures based
on conditions imposed on a sequence of operating parameters that
need to be evaluated prior to deciding which sub-system will be
activated or deactivated and with what duration [6]. A recent re-
view of various PMS implementations on hybrid energy grids [4]
and a more recent work also reviewing several of them [2] indi-
cate that to achieve high system performance it is important to vary
both the sequence of evaluation of each parameter and the
thresholds of the corresponding conditions. For example, Giaouris
et al. [6] developed 9 PMS where the decision structures are
combinations of the availability of power from RES, the availability
of energy stored in the battery or of hydrogen stored in the tanks
and the length of the hysteresis zones (i.e., fixed throughout, vari-
able depending on the time of year or on the duration of activation
of each sub-system). Despite the larger number of employed PMS
compared to the average of 3 PMS mostly considered in published
literature [3,4], the obtained results indicated that it is necessary to
pre-determine a very large number of PMS in order to ensure that
no operating constraint is violated and that the energy targets
identified from the PGCC may be fully matched and exploited. This
is practically difficult because the sub-system interactions repre-
sented within a PMS become increasingly complex as more sub-
systems are added, whereas the RES behaviour always remains
unpredictable.

With very few exceptions, Pinch-based approaches presented to
date focus mainly on system sizing. Quite often, the implementa-
tion of existing approaches is either illustrated for a few hours (e.g.
two days) or for a year using lumped (e.g. monthly) weather data.
The consideration of short-term time intervals for wide operating
periods is necessary to investigate efficient ways of adapting the
system operation under realistic conditions. The use of different
power management strategies to change the sequence of activation
of different sub-systems and the duration of their operation has
received very limited attention as a means of addressing external
variability. The appearance of multiple Pinch points in renewable
energy systems has been highlighted in a previous work of the
authors [6], but the use of pre-specified PMS as a method of
adapting the system operation resulted in significant violations of
the operating constraints because external variability could not be
matched.

To address these challenges this work proposes for the first
time an approach which supports the iterative construction of
Power Management Strategies (PMS) within short time intervals in
the course of system operation by exploiting the Power Grand
Composite Curves (PGCC) of the system within a model predictive
control (MPC) framework. The proposed approach employs the
PGCC for on-line decision making to adapt the system operation to
external variability by determining within every time interval the
type of converter or accumulator to activate, the instant and
duration of the activation and the type and amount of energy
carrier to use (i.e. the system PMS). In particular, the PGCC is
developed within a prediction horizon of desired duration to
identify targets of desired energy utilization and these targets are
then satisfied through a PMS that is constructed and implemented
for the first time within a control horizon. The simultaneous
satisfaction of multiple such targets is an innovative element in the
procedure with a beneficial effect on the system performance.
Such targets represent important operational goals, which specif-
ically include the avoidance of outsourced energy supply, the
avoidance of renewable energy shedding and the ability to develop
and maintain desired energy inventories at desired instances. The
approach is developed within a formal mathematical framework,
which generally refers to conversion and accumulation operations
and is independent of the specific system in which it is imple-
mented. It is further illustrated that the adaptive MPC strategy
satisfies the desired operating goals under weather conditions that
deviate from the available historical data.

2. System models and pinch concept

2.1. Structural model of motivating system

The system that motivated this work has been constructed
and commissioned on location in Greece [12,13] and consists of a
LD (local load that needs to be satisfied), PV (photovoltaic panels),
a BAT (battery), a FC (fuel cell), an EL(electrolyser), a BF (buffer
tank for hydrogen), a CP (compressor), a FT (final tank for
hydrogen), a WT (water tank) and a DSL (diesel generator) which
is used only as a back-up option. A conceptual flowsheet repre-
senting the system as a directed graph is shown in Fig. 1.
Regardless of the particular equipment types employed in the



Fig. 1. Conceptual representation of a typical hybrid microgrid with flows as a directed
graph.
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system of Fig. 1, hybrid RES-based flowsheets may be represented
through interconnected converters and accumulators that convert
or store material and energy; flows and accumulation at different
instants are the key features that drive their operation [7]. The
activation instance and operating period of each converter are
important operating parameters as they determine their utiliza-
tion frequency. The state (level) of accumulated energy or ma-
terials in the form of diverse energy carriers is also important,
prompting the activation of different converters based on their
technical characteristics. The duration of activation further de-
pends on a hysteresis based mode of operation, i.e. on whether
the converter was active in the previous instant. The combination
of these temporal characteristics form complex operating rule
sequences called PMS which may be represented through generic
models [7].

In this generic context, each device is represented by a node
and the edges between the nodes appear when the device is
activated. The nodes are classified in two sets, the set of converters
(RsConv) and the set of accumulators (RsAcc). For the system
considered in this work these sets contain the following compo-
nents RsAcc ¼ {BAT, FT, BF, WT} and RsConv ¼ {PV, DSL, EL, FC, CMP}.
The connection between two nodes is a flow of either energy (for
example electrical in the connection FC/BAT) or matter (for
example hydrogen in the connection FT/FC). The different types
of flow define a set called Flow with Flow ¼ {Pow, H2HP, H2LP,
H2O}. In this set Pow is electrical power, H2HP is hydrogen at high
pressure stored in the final tank, H2LP is hydrogen at low pressure
stored in the buffer tank and H2O is water stored in the water tank.
For this case study an edge is possible to exist only between an
accumulator and a converter (and vice-versa), i.e. the connection
between two different accumulators is not considered as it can be
represented by another accumulator. Based on a similar concept as
of that of dynamical systems [16] the state S of a graph (i.e. of the
microgrid) is given by the states of the nodes and edges. These
states are variables that fully describe the edges and the nodes,
defined as follows:

� For the edges a state must describe its existence, and the type/
amount of flow that it contains. This is represented by the var-
iable Fjm/nðtÞ with j2Flow and m, n two adjacent nodes. When
the edge does not exist Fjm/nðtÞ is zero.
� For accumulators the state is the normalized amount of stored
matter or energy, represented by the variable
SOAcclðtÞ2½0;1�; l2RsAcc

� For the converters the state is their status (i.e. if they are acti-
vated or not) represented by the variable εiðtÞ2f0;1g; i2RsConv

The state of the graph is therefore fully described as follows:

S ¼
n
Fjm/nðtÞ; SOAcclðtÞ; εiðtÞ

o
; l2RsAcc; i2RsConv; m; n2RsAcc

� RsConv; j2Flow

(1)

Note that all these states are coupled together (as in typical
dynamical systems) because the states of the edges (Fjm/nðtÞ)
depend on the states of the converters (εi(t)), the states of the
converters depend on the states of the accumulators (SOAccl(t)) and
the states of the accumulators depend on the state of the edges
(Fjm/nðtÞ)

2.2. Temporal model of motivating system

The next step required to fully describe the proposed model is to
include the temporal evolution of the state vector S. For an accu-
mulator l its state SOAccl is effectively an integrator and it depends
on its capacity Cl and the flows Fjm/nðtÞ that are directed towards
and away from the accumulator:

SOAcclðtÞ¼SOAcclðt�1Þ

þ

P
k12RsConv

Fjk1/lðtÞ�
P

k22RsConv
Fjl/k2

ðtÞ

Cl
; l2RsAcc; j2Flow

(2)

The state of an edge Fjm/nðtÞ is defined as follows:

Fjm/nðtÞ ¼ εiðtÞ,Pji ; i2fm;ng; j2Flow (3)

where Pji is the amount of energy or matter per unit of time that
may be converted by the i-th unit and εi is the state of the corre-
sponding converter i. Variables Pji are used as decision parameters
and their values are identified by the performed Pinch analysis
which is elaborated in the subsequent sections. The Pinch analysis
determines the resulting PMS through variable εiwhich depends on
specific conditions regarding the availability or demand of material
or energy in the accumulators. The variable value depends on the
following three factors that obtain binary variables [7]:

1. εAvli ðtÞ which represents the availability of material or energy
that will be converted.

2. εReqi ðtÞ which represents the demand for material or energy in a
conversion.

3. εGeni ðtÞ which represent other potentially desired condition(s)
that are not associated with the above.

The availability or demand for material or energy to perform a
conversion depends on the state of the accumulators. This is
quantified through a binary variable r that is 1 when there is
availability or demand and 0 otherwise:

ε
Avl
i ðtÞ ¼ LAvl

l2RsAcc

�
rSOAcc

l

i

�

ε
Req
i ðtÞ ¼ LReq

l2RsAcc

�
rSOAcc

l

i

� (4)

where LAvl and LReq are logical operators that are applied on the
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variables r which in turn quantify the requirement and the avail-
ability of/from the accumulator l. The general condition can depend
on a node or an edge but in most cases it depends on the state of
other converters and therefore it can be defined as follows:

ε
Gen
i ðtÞ ¼ LGen

ic2RsConv

�
rici

�
(5)

where again LGen is a logical operator. The above are combined into
variable ε using a logical operator L:

εiðtÞ ¼ L
�
ε
Avl
i ðtÞ; εReqi ðtÞ; εGeni ðtÞ

�
(6)

To define the variables rSOAcc
l

i ðtÞ we use relational operators
applied on the state of various accumulators and predefined vari-
ables set again by the PMS. For example see the following
expression:

rSOAcc
l

i ðtÞ ¼
h
SOAcclðtÞ< LoSOAcc

l

i ðtÞ
i

(7)

It implies that the variable rSOAcc
l

i ðtÞ will be 1 if the state of the
accumulator l is less than the variable LoSOAcc

l

i . This is a lower (Lo)
limit in the energy or material available in the accumulator which
determines when a converter will be activated. A similar expression
may apply for upper limits (Up). It has to be mentioned here that in
practical applications a hysteresis zone is also used to avoid chat-
tering problems [7]. In our current work we will generate an
additional, general structure of conditions that affect the value of
the r variables which are independent from the state of the accu-
mulators and enable the derivation of the desired PMS using a
Pinch analysis approach based on the PGCC concept.
2.3. Example of structural and temporal modelling

In order to elaborate how equations (3)e(7) support the
development of a PMS, consider two nodes from the aforemen-
tioned energy system, the FC and the BAT. The FC is fed with H2HP
by the FT and produces H2O (delivered to theWT) and Powwhich is
given to the battery. The adjacent edges of the FC include the edge
that connects it to the FT (the flow is H2HP), to the WT (the flow is
H2O) and to the battery (the flow is Pow); these edges will appear/
exist when the FC is activated. The state of the FC (i.e. the instant of
activation) depends on several conditions which determine the
overall PMS. These conditions may be expressed through the var-
iable r. The FC can therefore be activated when:

1. There is demand for Pow because the BAT is not adequately
charged, i.e. the SOAccBAT is less than a predefined value
LoSOAcc

BAT

FC ðtÞ:

BAT BAT

rSOAccFC ðtÞ ¼ SOAccBAT ðtÞ< LoSOAccFC ðtÞ (8)

2. There is availability of hydrogen because the FT is not empty, i.e.
the SOAcFT is more than a predefined value LoSOAcc

FT

FC :

FT FT

rSOAccFC ðtÞ ¼ SOAccFT ðtÞ> LoSOAccFC (9)

3. There is available space in the WT because it is not full, i.e. the
SOAccWT is less than a predefined value UpSOAcc

WT

FC :
rSOAcc
WT ðtÞ ¼ SOAccWT ðtÞ<UpSOAcc

WT ðtÞ (10)
FC FC

4. The DSL remains inactive as it was in the previous instant (t-1),
i.e. there is no reason to activate it if we can use RES to generate
the necessary Pow:
εDSLðt � 1Þ ¼ 0 (11)

The above conditions assume an ON-OFF behaviour without
hysteresis. More details regarding the use of a hysteresis zone can
be found in Ref. [7]. Conditions (9) and (10) refer to availability and
condition (8) refers to demand hence the corresponding super-
scripts ‘Avl’ and ‘Req’ need to be used for the ε variables. Condition
(11) is a general one which refers to the relation of the FC with
another converter (DSL) hence the Gen superscript needs to be
used. Using the appropriate logical operators L in equations (4)e(6)
the equations for the ε variables take the following form:

ε
Avl
FC ðtÞ ¼ rSOAcc

FT

FC ðtÞ∧rSOAccWT

FC ðtÞ
ε
Req
FC ðtÞ ¼ rSOAcc

BAT

FC ðtÞ
ε
Gen
FC ðtÞ ¼

h
εDSL

�
t�

�
¼ 0

i
εFCðtÞ ¼ ε

Avl
FC ðtÞ∧εReqFC ðtÞ∧εGenFC ðtÞ

(12)

Equations (7)e(12) represent the mathematical expression of
the selected PMS and may now be used to calculate the necessary
flows around the FC. For example, based on equation (3) the state of
the connection FC/BAT is given by:

FPowFC/BAT ðtÞ ¼ εFCðtÞ,PPowFC ¼ εFCðtÞ,PPowLD (13)

Equation (13) means that the FC provides the exact amount of
power required by the LD.

2.4. Pinch analysis

Apparently, different PMS may result from combinations of
logical operators or values imposed on the Up and Lo operating
limits of equation (7). Each limit represents a practical system
operating goal hence it is necessary to select the PMS that allows
the system to operate without violating any of the limits. For
example, it may be desirable to avoid using the DSL hence the PMS
must be selected that prohibits the state of charge of the battery
(SOAccBAT) to drop below a Lo limit. It may also be desirable to avoid
overcharging the battery hence the selected PMS must be the one
that prohibits the SOAccBAT to climb above an Up limit. The associ-
ation of similar limits with the system operating goals has been
discussed extensively in Refs. [6,7].

The concept of the Pinch analysis [6] may be used to enable the
system operation without violating the corresponding limits. As-
sume a set Q of diverse PMS that can be used in a hybrid system
within each interval k, i.e. Q ¼ {PMSi,k}, i2¥. For any PMSi,k 2 Q the
plot of SOAccl vs. time for a range of initial conditions gives the
system's PGCC (Fig. 2a). Amajor requirement in hybrid systems is to
avoid the use of outsourced energy supply (OES) when SOAccl for
any PMS drops below a limit Lo (e.g., due to insufficient energy in
the accumulator, an external source is required to satisfy the load
demand). As shown in Fig. 2a even for the same PMS and under the
same weather and load demand profiles the PGCC will depend on
the value of SOAccl at t0 and will inevitably result in different OES. In
order to better describe the system state, term SOAccl also receives a



Fig. 2. a) PGCCs for various initial values of SOAccl, b) Shift and Pinch of PGCC.
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superscript indicating the shifted level. Finding the PGCC that
corresponds to the maximum OES (called MOES) ensures that by
covering this energy from RES the system will operate without the
use of an outsourced energy supply. Selecting and shifting the PGCC
that corresponds to theMOES until it pinches the Lo limit at tmin (i.e.
SOAccl(tmin)) indicates the amount of energy required to be avail-
able in the accumulator at t0 (i.e. amount of SOAccl2ðt0Þ) to avoid the
use of non-RES (Fig. 2b).

The concepts of the PGCC shift and the Pinch point are clearly
very convenient if they are used within a model predictive control
framework [6]. Assuming that a time interval with duration 24 h
sufficiently describes the system behaviour, a prediction horizon of
length 2 intervals (time intervals k and kþ 1) can be assumed for
the satisfaction of the system goals for a selected PMS. A suitable
control time horizon of size one time interval (interval k) is
considered. The control actions involve those decisions about the
sequence of equipment utilization and operating patterns in the
form of a PMS that satisfy the desired goals. In this context, it is
possible to implement a stored energy targeting step which essen-
tially involves the identification of the SOAccl1ðt0Þ in the prediction
horizon ending at kþ 1 interval based on the procedure described
above and depicted in Fig. 2b. Then in a target matching step it is
possible to compare all the available PMS in the control horizon k
and to identify the one that best matches the target for stored
energy SOAccl1ðt0Þ identified during the prediction horizon. This
will allow the system to have sufficient energy at t0 in the time
interval kþ 1 so that it will avoid the use of outsourced electricity,
assuming that the weather forecast at this interval is sufficiently
accurate.

Although the Pinch concept is clearly useful, the utilization of
pre-determined PMS includes some challenges. As shown in Fig. 2b
it is likely that the shift in the PGCC violates an Up or other limit
which corresponds to an important operating goal (e.g. in case of
violation turn off the PV to avoid overcharging the battery), as noted
previously in this section. The Up limit clearly reveals an opportu-
nity to exploit an additional Pinch point (by shifting the PGCC
downwards) which will indicate the amount of energy (expressed
as SOAcc) that needs to be used internally by the system in order to
avoid tuning off the PV and hence wasting renewable energy.
However, if there is no available PMS that can simultaneously
satisfy both limits the only way out is to prioritize the operating
goals hence satisfying the one goal at the expense of the others
(e.g., avoidance of outsourced electricity from non-RES at the
expense of battery overcharging). An additional challenge from
using pre-determined PMS is that the desired SOAccl1ðt0Þ at interval
kþ 1 may not be exactly matched at the end of interval k (T). The
selection of a PMS that results in SOAcclðTÞ> SOAccl1ðt0Þmeans that
more than the necessary renewable energy is saved during interval
k for the subsequent time interval kþ 1, which may have detri-
mental effects on the system ability to satisfy the LD or on other
important operating goals at interval k. Obviously, the case of
SOAcclðTÞ< SOAccl1ðt0Þ is ruled out because it does not guarantee
the satisfaction of the Lo limit at interval kþ 1. Clearly, the concept
of a pool of pre-determined PMS requires the evaluation of a very
large number of PMS in order to ensure that no operating constraint
is violated and that the energy targets identified from the PGCC
may be fully matched and exploited. Although this may be theo-
retically plausible, it becomes practically challenging because the
sub-system interactions represented within a PMS become
increasingly complex as more sub-systems are added. Furthermore,
the RES behaviour always remains unpredictable hence there is no
guarantee that the energy recovery targets identified by Pinch
analysis will be matched by the available PMS.
3. PGCC shaping

3.1. Basic steps

The proposed approach exploits the PGCC concept together with
the previously presented structural and temporal models to
develop a new method which does not rely on pre-determined
PMS. Instead, the PMS that supports the operation of the hybrid
system is determined in the course of the system operation by
appropriately shaping a new system PGCC so that multiple oper-
ating goals and constraints are satisfied within the same interval.
The system PMS is based on a general temporal model which fol-
lows a different rationale compared to depending entirely on the
state of charge of the accumulator, as in equation (7). This is
approached through a procedure consisted of two successive steps
which can be used iteratively within multiple time intervals to
adapt the system operation under variable environmental
conditions:

� The stored energy targeting step involves the identification and
shifting of the PGCC during the prediction horizon of length one
time interval to identify the operational profile of a desired
accumulator within this horizon in order to avoid the violation
of constraints and satisfy the system operating goals.

� The target matching step requires the exact matching of the
profile of the shifted PGCC in the control horizon through the
automatic formulation of a PMS that exploits converters and
accumulators at appropriate time instances.
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The proposed approach assumes a system operating within an
overall time span H, divided into equal time intervals (usually 24 h).
Each interval is divided into subintervals [t0, T] of duration DT¼ T-t0
hence for the kth interval t0 ¼ (k � 1)DΤ and T ¼ kDT. Subintervals
correspond to the time interval used for system simulation pur-
poses. Prediction and control horizons coincide as the dynamics are
instantaneous and the effect of the control actions become imme-
diately observed in the system states. The next sections analyse the
implementation of the above two steps considering different
operating goals.

3.2. Avoidance of outsourced electricity supply-Lo type limit

Fig. 3a and b illustrate the two steps through a case that assumes
a limit of Lo type. The operating goal is to avoid obtaining a PGCC
that violates the Lo limit as it signifies a need for outsourced elec-
tricity supply (OES), assuming that an accumulator such as a battery
is used. It is assumed that the initial value of the SOAccl is at
SOAccl0ðt0Þ. The stored energy targeting step proposes the shifted
PGCC (continuous curve in Fig. 2a) which initially indicates the
required state of charge of the desired accumulator at t0
(SOAccl1ðt0Þ) in order to avoid the use of OES. This means that by
operating the system starting from SOAccl1ðt0Þ instead of SOAccl0ðt0Þ
the violation of the Lo limit will be avoided. However, since the
SOAccl1ðt0Þ is not available at t0 it is possible to start the operation
from SOAccl0ðt0Þ and activate a converter which will increase the
energy or material level of the accumulator only until the shifted
PGCC is reached. In Fig. 3b, the new PGCC of the systemwill consist
of the arrow (activation of a converter) and the dotted-continuous
line which coincides with the previously shifted PGCC after t1. This
new PGCC is the one that should be matched in the target matching
step through an appropriate PMS.

In Fig. 3a the original PGCC (dashed line) and the shifted PGCC
(continuous line) follow the same PMS (determined in a previous
interval) with the only difference that they start from a different
SOAccl at t0. As a result, the only change required to determine a
new PMS in Fig. 3b in order to be able to follow the shifted PGCC is
the activation of a converter (in this particular case of a Lo limit).
The operation of the converter could last for a minimum Dt¼ t1-t0 if
the converter can produce the power or material required to fill the
accumulator within this Dt. If the converter has a lower capacity
then the charging of the accumulator will last longer.

At this point it is necessary to develop the model that will
become the system's PMS. Shifting the PGCC up effectively means
Fig. 3. a) Original (dashed line) and shifted (continuous line) system PGCC, b) Activation of a
part of the shifted PGCC). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legen
that the system is forced to start at SOAccl1ðt0Þ in order to ensure
that SOAccl1ðtminÞ ¼ Lo. The point smin can be calculated by
smin ¼ min

t2½t0 ;T �
ðSOAccl0ðtÞÞ hence:

SOAccl1ðt0Þ ¼ Lo� smin þ SOAccl0ðt0Þ (14)

The key idea is that if energy is provided by an appropriate
converter to the system that starts from SOAccl0ðt0Þ such that
SOAccl0ðt1Þ ¼ SOAccl1ðt1Þ, then without further use of this converter
(or outsourced energy supply) the Lo limit will not be violated. The
appropriate amount of energy E (kWh) that must be provided by
the converter i is calculated by:

Ei ¼ Cl,ðLo� sminÞ (15)

Hence, the variable rSOAcc
l

i ðtÞ (the condition in order to initiate
the required converter and provide the necessary flow) defined in
equation (7) is equal to:

rSOAcc
l

i ðtÞ ¼
�
1; t ¼ t0
0; Otherwise (16)

Note that the use of equation (16) is independent of the state of
charge of the accumulator. As an example of the aforementioned
analysis, assume that the accumulator l is the BAT. The FC is a
converter that may be used in this case in order to develop the
overall PMS. By injecting power from the FC to the system it is
possible to reach the desired SOAccl1ðt1Þ hence avoiding the viola-
tion of the Lo limit and the utilization of the DSL. Instead of using
equation (8) the system PMS around the FC and associated calcu-
lations will be performed as follows:

rSOAcc
BAT ;FCðtÞ ¼

�
1; t ¼ 1
0; Otherwise

FPowFC/BAT ðtÞ ¼ εFCðtÞ,PPowFC
EFC ¼ CBAT,ðLo� sminÞ
rSOAcc

FT

FC ðtÞ ¼ SOAccFT ðtÞ> LoSOAcc
FT

FC ðtÞ
rSOAcc

WT

FC ðtÞ ¼ SOAccWT ðtÞ<UpSOAcc
WT

FC ðtÞ
εDSLðt � 1Þ ¼ 0

(17)

The full set of equations that define a generic structure of the
PMS around all the other accumulators and converters is given in
the Appendix for this and the subsequently investigated cases.
Notice that the state of the connection FPowFC/BAT ðtÞ is different to that
of equation (13), which depends on the extent of shift that is
converter (red arrow) to follow the shifted PGCC (dashed-double dotted line is desired
d, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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required. Note that if the power (kW) required from the FC is higher
than the maximum power that it can provide (PMax

FC ), then the
induced power will be PMax

FC but the injection will last for ½EFC=PMax
FC �

hours so that SOAccBAT0 ð½EFC=PMax
FC �Þ ¼ SOAccBAT1 ð½EFC=PMax

FC �Þ. Without
loss of generality and in order to facilitate the elaboration of the
proposed concepts it will be assumed that within 1 h the FC can
provide all the demanded energy. Hence in equation (17) PPowFC
equals to EFC divided by 1 h. Note that the proposed approach also
supports different cases where the FC may operate as long as
required.

3.3. Avoidance of overcharging and outsourced electricity supply-Lo
and Up type limits

The Up type limit may correspond to conditions where a con-
verter must be deactivated for reasons of safety or protection of
other equipment. For example, it may correspond to the undesired
but necessary deactivation of the PV to protect the BAT from over-
charging at the expense of wasting renewable energy in conditions
of high solar radiation. The violation of an Up limit is addressed
through the PGCC approach by a downward shift until the PGCC
pinches the Up limit [6]. When the two limits co-exist, the upward
(in a Lo limit) or downward (in an Up limit) shift in the PGCC may
result in the satisfaction of one of them but it may also result in
violation of the other. Based on the proposed method, this situation
may be avoided as follows:

� By performing two successive, separate shifts in the stored en-
ergy targeting step; first in the original PGCC (Fig. 4a) and then in
the shifted PGCC (Fig. 4b) hence finding the pinch points in both
limits.

� By matching the two separate profiles of the PGCC through the
initiation of the necessary converters (Fig. 5a and b); these ac-
tions will form the new PMS.

Fig. 4 describes the actions in the stored energy targeting step. In
Fig. 4a the shift is implemented as described in the previous section
to find Pinch1 at the Lo limit, disregarding the violation of the Up
limit. Fig. 4b serves to find Pinch2. The instant tup is identified at the
point where the shifted PGCC (continuous black line) violates for
the first time the Up limit and then only the part of the shifted PGCC
after tup is shifted down in order to identify Pinch2.

Fig. 5 describes the actions in the target matching step. Fig. 5a
Fig. 4. a) The first shift of the PGCC starting from SOAccl0ðt0Þ serves to identify Pinch1 and a
PGCC), b) The second shift of the PGCC starting from SOAccl1ðt0Þ after instant tup serves to id
case).
indicates the procedure that is described in the previous section
regarding the new PMS. A converter is initiated from t0 until t1
which will increase the energy or material level of the accumulator
until the shifted PGCC is reached. This PGCC will indicate the
instant tup, when the accumulator exceeds the Up limit. The PMS
that represents the shifted PGCC will be followed until instant
tup� 1 which is selected as one subinterval (or as many as required)
away from tup in order to initiate a control action which will avoid
the violation of the Up limit. Fig. 5b indicates the procedure after
tup � 1. At tup � 1 a new converter will be activated (arrow between
tup � 1 and tup) which will discharge the accumulator enough (i.e.,
reduce the SOAccl) so that the curve resulting from the second shift
(Pinch2 at the Up limit of Fig. 4b) may be followed in order to avoid
violation of the Up limit. Note here that the activation of the con-
verter that will discharge the corresponding accumulator may be
implemented anytime between tmin and tup � 1. The overall PGCC
will have a completely new shape as it will be a composite of the
two arrows and the two red lines (dashed line with double dots
until tup � 1 and dashed line with single dot after that).

The development of a model for the representation of the
composite PGCC of Fig. 5b through a PMS is based on equations (15)
and (16). Assuming that the converter utilized in this case is the EL
its activation will be based on the following rule:

rSOAcc
BAT

EL ðtÞ ¼
�
1; t ¼ tup � 1
0; otherwise

EEL ¼ CBAT,ðsmax � UpÞ
rSOAcc

WT

EL ðtÞ ¼ SOAccWT ðtÞ> LoSOAcc
WT

EL/BF ðtÞ
rSOAcc

BF

EL ðtÞ ¼ SOAccBFðtÞ<UpSOAcc
BF

EL/BF ðtÞ
ε
Avl
EL ðtÞ ¼ rSOAcc

BAT

EL/BF ðtÞ∧rSOAccWT

EL/BF ðtÞ
ε
Req
EL ðtÞ ¼ rSOAcc

BF

EL/BF ðtÞ
ε
Gen
EL ðtÞ ¼ 1
εELðtÞ ¼ ε

Avl
EL/BFðtÞ∧εReqEL/BFðtÞ∧εGenEL/BFðtÞ

FPowBAT/ELðtÞ ¼ εELðtÞ,PPowEL

(18)

where Up ¼ SOAccBAT2 ðtmaxÞ and smax ¼ max
t2½t0 ;T �

ðSOAccBAT1 ðtÞÞ.

3.4. Returning to the initial state of charge-Lo, Up and End type
limits

A desired condition in such systems may be to achieve a full
cycle in the charging-discharging process of an accumulator in the
void the Lo limit (the dashed line is the original PGCC and the continuous is the shifted
entify Pinch2 and avoid the Up limit (the dashed-dotted line is the shifted PGCC in this



Fig. 5. a) A converter is activated between t0 and t1 to charge the accumulator until the shifted PGCC starting from SOAccl1ðt0Þ and the shifted PGCC is followed until tup � 1 (the
arrow and dashed-double dotted line are the desired parts of the PGCC), b) a converter is activated between tup � 1 and tup until the shifted PGCC (dashed-dotted line) which is then
followed (the new arrow and the dashed-double dotted line are the desired parts of the PGCC).

Fig. 6. An appropriate converter is activated so that in the end of this interval the state
of charge of the accumulator (SOAcc) becomes the same as in the beginning of the
interval.
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end of a time interval. The concept is illustrated in Fig. 6. This means
that in the end of the current interval the state of charge of the
accumulator (SOAcc) should be the same as in the beginning of the
interval hence SOAccl2ðt0Þ ¼ SOAccl2ðT � 1Þ. Note that the interval
end is defined as the instant when the SOAcc is last checked, hence
the T-1. Such an example is the case of a BATwhere a 24 h interval is
assumed with a subinterval of 1 h and it is important to achieve
SOAccBAT2 ð00 : 00Þ ¼ SOAccBAT2 ð23 : 00Þ (i.e., T ¼ 23:00 h). If
SOAccBAT2 ð00 : 00Þ> SOAccBAT2 ð23 : 00Þ then the BAT will end up
discharged and it may result in the future activation of the DSL. If
SOAccBAT2 ð00 : 00Þ< SOAccBAT2 ð23 : 00Þ then the BAT contains excess
energy that may be transformed and stored as hydrogen. This is
achieved by directly activating a converter such as the FC at instant
T-1 (i.e. at t ¼ 22:00 h). The activation takes place at the end of the
control horizon. In case that it is necessary to discharge the BAT and
produce hydrogen through the operation of the EL.

To develop a model for the PMS, the energy that must be pro-
vided in Fig. 6 (or removed in a similar case) should be equal to
jDSj$CBAT, where DS ¼ SOAccl2ðt0Þ � SOAccl2ðT � 1Þ. Considering that
the FC will be used in a case of charging and the EL in the case of
discharging the overall equations will take the following form:

rSOAcc
BAT

FC ðtÞ ¼
�
1; ½t ¼ t0� ∨ ½t ¼ T � 1 ∧DS<0�
0; Otherwise (19)

rSOAcc
BAT

EL ðtÞ ¼
�
1;

�
t ¼ tup � 1

�
∨ ½t ¼ T � 1 ∧DS>0�

0; Otherwise
(20)

EFC ¼
8<
:

CBAT,ðLo� sminÞ ½t ¼ t0�∧½Lo> smin�
jDSj,CBAT ½t ¼ T � 1�∧½DS<0�

0 Otherwise
(21)

EEL ¼
8<
:

CBAT,ðsmax � UpÞ �
t ¼ tup � 1

�
∧½Up< smax�

jDSj,CBAT ½t ¼ T � 1�∧½DS<0�
0 Otherwise

(22)

FPowBAT/ELðtÞ ¼ εELðtÞ,PPowEL
FPowFC/BAT ðtÞ ¼ εFCðtÞ,PPowFC

(23)
3.5. Algorithmic implementation

The aim of the previous sectionwas to present the main features
of the proposed approach as a graphical method. This section
presents the approach in the form of algorithmic steps that can be
implemented in order to automate the calculations. The proposed
algorithm refers to several of the equations reported in the previous
section in a more general form. The algorithm is generally intended
to be used for multiple time intervals, where the implementation of
the graphical approach may be tedious. A graphical analysis of the
system for few time intervals should always be performed prior to
using the algorithm so that the user may properly adjust different
algorithmic parameters based on the specifics of the problem at
hand. The proposed steps are detailed below and summarized in
Fig. 7:
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1. Specify an overall time span, a number of intervals and a pre-
diction and control horizon.

2. Specify an initial PMS structure and the system state from
equation (1).

3. Select an accumulator l from RsAcc and determine limits Lo, Up,
End.

4. At interval k, starting from SOAccl0ðt0Þ calculate the system PGCC
using equations (2)e(7):

5. Calculate smin ¼ min
t2½t0;T �

ðSOAccl0ðtÞÞ and smax ¼ max
t2½t0;T �

ðSOAccl0ðtÞÞ
5.1 If smin < Lo then:
5.1.1 In the prediction horizon:

a. Specify t1 ¼ t0þDt, setting a desired value for Dt.
b. Calculate SOAccl1ðt1Þ ¼ SOAccl0ðt1Þ þ Lo � smin (the

PGCC is shifted up by Lo � smin).
c. Calculate from equation (15) the energy E needed to

match SOAccl1ðt1Þ starting from SOAccl0ðt0Þ.

5.1.2 In the control horizon:
a. Select the converter i from RsConv that will provide
energy E.

b. Activate converter i at t0 based on equation (17).

5.1.3 If SOAccl1ðt1Þ is matched by converter i then go to step

5.2, else increase Dt and go to step 5.1.1a.

5.2 If smax > Up for either the original or the shifted PGCC then:
5.2.1 In the prediction horizon:

a. Set tup as the instant where the condition of step 5.2

occurs and specify a Dt.
b. Calculate SOAccl2ðtupÞ ¼ SOAccl1ðtupÞ þ smax � Up

(the PGCC is shifted down by smax � Up).
c. Calculate from equation (18) the energy E needed to

match SOAccl2ðtupÞ starting from SOAccl1ðtup � DtÞ
(or by setting smax � Up in equation (15)).
5.2.2 In the control horizon:

a. Select the converter i from RsConv that will provide

energy E.
b. Activate converter i at tup � Dt based on equation

(18).

5.2.3 IfSOAccl2ðtupÞ is matched by converter i then go to step

6, else increase Dt and go to step 5.2.1a.

6. Calculate SOAccl0ðT � 1Þ or SOAccl1ðT � 1Þ or SOAccl2ðT � 1Þ if the

previous step was 5., 5.1 or 5.2, respectively.
6.1 If SOAcclcsðT � 1ÞsSOAcclcsðt0Þ(cs ¼ 0 or 1 or 2) then:
6.1.1 In the prediction horizon:

a. Calculate DS ¼ SOAcclcsðt0Þ � SOAcclcsðT � 1Þ(cs ¼ 0

or 1 or 2).
b. Calculate from equation (21) or (22) the energy E

needed to match SOAcclcsðt0Þ at T, depending on
whether DS< 0 or DS> 0.
6.1.2 In the control horizon:

a. Select the converter i from RsConv that will provide

energyEatT-1,dependingonwhetherDS<0orDS>0.
b. Activate converter i at T-1 based on equation (19) or

(20) and calculate the corresponding flows based on
equation (23), depending on whether DS< 0 or
DS> 0.
7. Set the next time interval as the current interval k, the PMS of
the previous interval as the current initial PMS and
SOAccl0ðt0Þ ¼ SOAcclcsðTÞ(cs ¼ 0 or 1 or 2).

8. Repeat from step 4 until the end of the selected time span.

Note that several equations presented in the previous sections
assume a BAT as the accumulator, but the same concept can also be
applied for accumulators of different types that may handle other
energy carriers. Step 5.1.2b refers to equation (17) assuming any
converter type that will have a similar effect as an FC. Although
more generic equations were provided prior to equation (17), this
equation is selected because it also includes the flows that need to
be adjusted in this case, as well as all other variables that are
affected and act as constraints that must be satisfied in order for the
converter to be activated. Also note that equation (17) assumes
Dt¼ 1, although a different value may also be considered. The same
holds with respect to the variables, flows, constraints and Dt with
respect to equation (18) in step 5.2. In the case of step 6 which
refers to the End limit, the equations used consider simultaneously
that both limits Lo and Up have been violated. The algorithm pro-
posed here addresses these limits before step 6 hence equations
(19)e(22) should be applied without the terms associated to the
previous steps. Finally, note that the actions performed in the
control horizon include the selection of a converter as a first step.
Although more than one converters can be used in principle to
perform the same task (e.g. of charging or discharging), in this work
we only consider one converter every time because in the consid-
ered system there is always only one option that inherently satisfies
operating constraints. For example, charging is performed using the
FC because the DSL represents an outsourced electricity supply
option and is automatically eliminated. However, if there is more
than one available converters that meet the operating re-
quirements, their selection may be based on specific criteria (e.g.,
economic) evaluated on-line during the implementation of the al-
gorithm. Furthermore, converters may be prioritized beforehand
based on the system analysis using the graphical tools and selected
hierarchically during the system operation. Such options are
directly supported by the presented model predictive control
formulation and general PMS structure.

4. Implementation

The proposed developments will be illustrated in case studies
where the system PMS is developed using the FC and the EL as the
converters which are initiated to match the desired PGCC. The DSL
is also used as a back-up option. The first case study illustrates
important features of themethodwithin a 24 h interval. The second
case study considers two cases. Firstly, yearly historical weather
data are employed to emulate an accurate (ideal) forecast and
demonstrate the implementation of the proposed approach. In the
second case randomvariations obtained from a normal distribution
are imposed on the historical weather data, to emulate the weather
unpredictability and investigate the performance of the proposed
approach under realistic operating conditions (i.e., predicted and
actual weather conditions do not match). The system is simulated
for a 24 h time interval k within a yearly horizon, using averaged
hourly weather data. It is therefore assumed that t0 ¼ 00:00 and
T ¼ 23:00 at every interval. The LD is assumed constant at 1.5 kW,
the employed RES is the PV and the BAT capacity is CBAT ¼ 144 kW.
Note that the method may also be implemented for a variable LD
demand and other RES. Specific technical system characteristics are
obtained from Ref. [7]. It is assumed that the system is activated in
January 1st with the following initial state status:
SOAccBAT0 ð00 : 00Þ ¼ 0:25, SOAccFT0 ð00 : 00Þ ¼ 0:8,
SOAccBF0 ð00 : 00Þ ¼ 0:5, SOAccWT

0 ð00 : 00Þ ¼ 0:7, εPV(00:00) ¼ 1,
εið00 : 00Þ ¼ 1 ci2RsConv, excluding the connections between PV
and BAT as well as BAT and LD. The Lo limit is set at SOAccBAT ¼ 0.2
(i.e., Lo ¼ 0.2), the Up limit at SOAccBAT ¼ 0.8 (i.e., Up ¼ 0.8) and the
End limit condition is that SOAccl0ð00 : 00Þ ¼ SOAccl0ð23 : 00Þ

5. Results and discussion

5.1. Illustration of the proposed approach

The daily power delivered by the PV is shown in Fig. 8a whereas
the PGCC for the initial conditions is shown in Fig. 8b (blue solid



Fig. 7. Conceptual information flow diagram of proposed algorithmic steps.
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line). The minimum value of the system PGCC is smin ¼ 0.1581 and
the required shift is Lo � smin ¼ 0.0419. From equation (14) the
shifted PGCC (dots of Fig. 7b) will be at SOAccBAT1 ð00 : 00Þ ¼ 0:2919
and as expected it presents a pinch at the value of 0.2. The mini-
mum outsourced electricity supply required by the system is given
by the shifted curve at 0.0491. This implies that the power required
by the FC at t0 ¼ 00:00 is PPowFC ¼ 0.0491. 144 ¼ 7.07 kW based on
equation (15). Fig. 8b shows the new PGCC (red solid line) response
when the desired amount of power is provided by the FC for 1 h.

The Up limit is addressed by first noticing that the shifted PGCC
(which aimed at avoiding the Lo limit in Fig. 8b) has smax ¼ 0.9138,
i.e. the required shift isUp-smax¼ 0.1138. Based on the availability of
hourly weather data that is assumed here, the first time where a
sample is higher than this limit is at tup ¼ 16:00. Hence, the amount
of energy that must be consumed by the EL is
PPowEL ¼ 0.1138 � 144 ¼ 16.38 kW and it will be activated at
tup � 1 ¼ 15:00. Fig. 9 shows the response of the system when it
violates the Up limit (blue line) and with the correctionwhen the EL
is activated at 15:00 (red line).

The last condition associated with the End type limit, i.e. that
DS ¼ SOAcclðt0Þ � SOAcclðT � 1Þ ¼ 0, is investigated using the EL in
this case to produce hydrogen. Fig. 10 shows that the last value of
the PGCC one time sample before the end of the time interval at T-
1 ¼ 22:00 is SOAccBAT(23:00) ¼ 0.7443. Hence
DS ¼ 0.7443e0.25 ¼ 0.4943 and therefore at t ¼ 23:00 the EL must
be activated in order to remove 0.4943 � 144 ¼ 71.18 kW and
produce the corresponding hydrogen. If more power is required
than the maximum that the EL can consume (in this case of
71 kWh) then the EL can be activated for a longer duration as long
as the consumed energy forces DS ¼ 0. Fig. 9 shows that indeed by
activating the EL at t ¼ 21:00 for 2 h we have that
SOAccBAT ð00 : 00Þ ¼ SOAccBAT ð24 : 00Þ which proves that the PGCC
can be completely shaped according to practically any design re-
striction. The changes in the system operation are implemented



Fig. 8. a) Daily power profile delivered from the PV, b) The system PGCC (blue solid line), the system shifted PGCC (dots) and the new PGCC after initiation of the FC to avoid the Lo
limit (red solid line). The intensely dashed lines indicate the smin and smax. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)

Fig. 10. Discharge of the BAT after 21:00 using the EL to meet the End type limit. The
blue trace is the PGCC that resulted after the 2nd shift and the red trace is the PGCC
that includes all three shifts. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this
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through the PMS that are developed in the course and as a result of
the PGCC shaping.

5.2. Year-round operation

5.2.1. Ideal weather forecasting
To further investigate the proposed approach, the yearly oper-

ation of the system is investigated under again ideal weather
forecasting. As ideal weather conditions are used, the main issue
that needs to be investigated is the performance of the system for
different values of the limit Lo, Up and End. Fig. 11 shows the
response of the system when the operational limits are Lo ¼ 0.3,
Up ¼ 0.7 and the initial SOAccBAT(00:00) takes the following values
0.69, 0.6, 0.5, 0.4 and 0.31. These values were chosen as indicative
for possible combinations of the three limits. We will investigate if
there is a violation of the Up, Lo and End limits within the year and if
there are combinations of limit values that result in violations.

From the above figures we can see the possible responses when
the three limits take different values. As expected in most cases all
three limits are satisfied apart from the extreme cases (Fig. 11a and
e). A key factor here is the capacity of SOAccFT, as when the
Fig. 9. The new PGCC after initiation of the FC to avoid the Lo limit (red line until 15:00
and blue line after that), the PGCC of the initiated EL between 15:00 and 16:00 and the
new downward shift in the PGCC after 16:00 (red line after 16:00). (For interpretation
of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)

figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
End¼ 0.31 and Lo¼ 0.3 limits are close (one type of extreme case in
Fig. 11e) then the FC has to be frequently used. This is happening
because if the system starts at 00:00 close to the Lo limit (which
was a result of the previous day End limit) due to the lack of power
produced from the PV the SOAccBAT will drop and hence the FCmust
be activated. Another interesting phenomenon is observed in the
other extreme case (Fig. 11a), where the End limit is very close to
the Up limit, i.e. at the start of each day we have a charged battery.
In this case the Lo limit is also violated but for a different reason.
This is happening because during the summer the solar irradiation
is high and hence as the system starts from a very high value the
estimated SOAccBAT becomes greater than 1. This results in an
estimated power consumption by the EL greater than 57.6 kW
which is the maximum that should be removed in the zone 0.7 to
0.3 (as 0.7e0.3 ¼ 0.4 and 0.4 � 144 kW ¼ 57.6 kW). Obviously, this
can be altered if the maximumvalue of the power consumed by the
EL is (Up-Lo) � 144 kW but then the Up limit will be violated as not
enough power is consumed. In Fig. 11b,c,d where the difference
between the limits is higher than 0.1 the system operates within
the desired constraints throughout the year as the PGCC is
continuously shaped according to the available renewable energy
and LD demands.



Fig. 11. Year round system response for ideal weather forecasting and the initial SOAccBAT(00:00) at a) 0.69, b) 0.6, c) 0.5, d) 0.4, e) 0.31. The left side diagrams show the responses of
SOAccBAT whereas the right the SOAccFT. The blue dots in each case correspond to the values of SOAcc sampled every 1 h and the red dots the values of SOAcc sampled every 24 h. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 12. SOAccBAT response when the variance is a) 0, b) 0.01, c) 0.05, d) 0.1, e) 0.2 and f) 0.5.

Fig. 13. The power produced from the PV during a) winter and b) summer. The blue trace is the real power produced (based on the actual weather emulated through the probability
distribution approach) and the red trace is the assumed (estimated) one when the response of the SOAccBAT was based on the weather forecast using the original historical data. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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5.2.2. Non-ideal weather forecasting
In this section we further investigate the aforementioned

methodology by introducing an error in the estimation of the
weather forecast and by assuming that the maximum power that
we can operate the EL is at 30 kW. The error was imposed on the
available yearly historical data by multiplying each sample of the
power produced by the PV with a random number obtained from
a normal distribution with mean 1 and variable variance. As a
case study this variance takes the values of 0, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2
and 0.5 hence the distribution used for the error in the weather
predictions changes at every time sample emulating different
potential weather conditions. The yearlong response for these
cases is shown in Fig. 12, and we can see that when the real and
the predicted weather profiles are not the same, there is a
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deviation between the real and the estimated PGCC and obvi-
ously for high values of this variance the 3 conditions are barely
met. Having said that, we need to stress the fact that when the
variance gets a value greater than 0.1, the distortion in the power
delivered by the PV is significant and probably unrealistic. Fig. 13
shows the real and predicted power delivered by the PV to the
BAT when the variance is 0.5 for two particular days and we can
clearly see this difference which is unrealistic when a proper
weather forecast is used for the next 24 h. It is therefore worth
noting that the proposed method maintains the system within
operating limits for reasonable weather forecasting errors. For
more intense variability, the proposed method may still have
beneficial results in its current form by actions such as consid-
ering smaller prediction and control intervals where forecasts
may be better.

6. Conclusions

This work has presented a new approach which exploits the
concept of PGCC to develop efficient PMS in the course of operation
of a hybrid microgird including energy storage. The proposed
approach breaks down the operation of the system into several
steps within a short time interval depending on the desired oper-
ating limits. The PGCC that indicates the temporal profile of the
stored energy is shifted independently within each step in order to
identify the amount of energy that needs to be utilized (produced
or consumed) internally by the system and avoid the violation of
important operating goals. Such operating goals include the
avoidance of using outsourced energy supply, of overcharging
particular accumulators, of wasting renewable energy at instants of
high availability and of allowing incomplete charge-discharge cy-
cles of accumulators which may have detrimental effects on the
anticipated life term. Different parts of the shifted PGCC indicate
different energy recovery or utilization targets which are matched
by a sequence of control actions that activate desired converters for
the appropriate duration in order to meet the desired operating
goals.
Table A.1
Generic model of power management strategy structure.

Connection Symbol

PV /BAT εPV(t)

ε
Avl
PV ðtÞ
ε
Req
PV ðtÞ
ε
Gen
PV ðtÞ
rSOAcc

BAT

PV ðtÞ
DSL/BAT εDSL(t)

ε
Avl
DSLðtÞ
ε
Req
DSLðtÞ
ε
Gen
DSL ðtÞ
rSOAcc

BAT

DSL ðtÞ

CP/FT εCP(t)

ε
Avl
CP ðtÞ
ε
Req
CP ðtÞ
ε
Gen
CP ðtÞ
rSOAcc

BF

CP ðtÞ

rSOAcc
FT

CP ðtÞ
The results obtained from the case studies indicate major
advantages of identifying and implementing the most efficient
PMS in the course of the system operation than selecting a PMS
from a set of pre-specified ones as in Ref. [6]. The operating limits
are never violated and the system always satisfies the operating
goals. In this respect the use of outsourced electricity is
completely avoided (i.e. the DSL is never activated), no renewable
energy is wasted (i.e. the PV are not deactivated), the BAT is never
overcharged while it always completes a full charge-discharge
cycle from start to end of an operating time interval. Further-
more, the proposed approach facilitates the protection of delicate
equipment such as the FC and the EL as they are activated very
infrequently and with a short duration. Note that costs or profits
may be linked to the operation of the system by considering the
operating limits Lo, Up, End. Compared to cases where such limits
are violated, avoiding in this work their violation means that the
method may be used to minimize or maximize costs or profits.
This is because expenditures are not needed for outsourced
electricity supply, profits can be made from selling the renewable
energy to the grid, the fact that we have full control of the energy
inventories means that it is possible to achieve complete charge-
discharge cycles which are also propagated to the converters and
support a more controlled operation. This helps to establish a
repetitive schedule of operation for the conversion and storage
equipment, which generally reduces the wear and tear and en-
ables less frequent maintenance. In this context, the very
important and practical goals represented by the considered
operating limits can be linked to cost or profit functions. On the
other hand, it is beyond the scope of this work to investigate
whether the considered limits can support a complete and
exhaustive account of the terms required in cost and profit
functions to fully characterize the economic performance of such
a system.

Appendix
Equation

∩
c
½εcPV ðtÞ�; c2fAvl;Req;Geng

1

rSOAcc
BAT

PV ðtÞ
1

SOAccBAT ðtÞ<UpSOAcc
BAT

PV ðtÞ
∩
c
½εcDSLðtÞ�; c2fAvl;Req;Geng

1

rSOAcc
BAT

DSL ðtÞ
1

½SOAccBAT ðtÞ<UpSOAcc
BAT

DSL ðtÞ�∨�
½LoSOAccBATDSL ðtÞ< SOAccBAT ðtÞ<UpSOAcc

BAT

DSL ðtÞ�∧
½εDSLðt � 1Þ�

�

∩
c
½εcCPðtÞ�; c2fAvl;Req;Geng

rSOAcc
BF

CP ðtÞ
rSOAcc

FT

CP ðtÞ
1

½SOAccBF ðtÞ> LoSOAcc
BF

CP/FT ðtÞ�∨�
½LoSOAccBFCP ðtÞ< SOAccBF ðtÞ<UpSOAcc

BF

CP ðtÞ�∧
½εCP/FT ðt � 1Þ�

�

SOAccFT ðtÞ<UpSOAcc
FT

CP ðtÞ
(continued on next page)



Table A.1 (continued )

Connection Symbol Equation

FC/BAT εFC(t) ∩
c
½εcFC ðtÞ�; c2fAvl;Req;Geng

ε
Avl
FC ðtÞ ∩

l
½rSOAcclFC ðtÞ�; l2fFT;WTg

ε
Gen
FC ðtÞ 1

ε
Req
FC ðtÞ rSOAcc

BAT

FC ðtÞ
rSOAcc

FT

FC ðtÞ SOAccFT ðtÞ> LoSOAcc
FT

FC

rSOAcc
WT

FC ðtÞ SOAccWT ðtÞ<UpSOAcc
WT

FC ðtÞ
rSOAcc

BAT

FC ðtÞ
�
1; ½t ¼ t0� ∨ ½t ¼ T � 1 ∧DS<0�
0; Otherwise

EL/BF εEL(t) ∩
c
½εcELðtÞ�; c2fAvl;Req;Geng

ε
Req
EL ðtÞ rSOAcc

BF

EL ðtÞ
ε
Avl
EL ðtÞ ∩

l
½rSOAcclEL ðtÞ�; l2fBAT ;WTg

ε
Gen
EL ðtÞ 1

rSOAcc
BF

EL ðtÞ SOAccBF ðtÞ<UpSOAcc
BF

EL ðtÞ
rSOAcc

BAT

EL ðtÞ
�
1; ½t ¼ tup � 1�∨ ½t ¼ T � 1 ∧DS>0�
0; Otherwise

rSOAcc
WT

EL ðtÞ SOAccWT ðtÞ> LoSOAcc
WT

EL ðtÞ
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